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Abstract: Two-phase flows surround us.
Understanding their behaviour and being able to
control them, is critical for a multitude of
applications, ranging from fuel injector design, to
agricultural technologies and pharmaceutical
aerosols. The aim of today's talk is to initially
provide a general overview of some of the recent
two-phase flows research in the group, and then
delve into a bit of detail into 2 key areas of ongoing
research. The first area being turbulent atomization
and the role of instabilities, and the second area
being pharmaceutical powder based flows. I will
conclude with a summary of key findings and
where some challenges and future opportunities
are.

His research interests lie in two-phase flows
(aerosols sprays/powders), turbulence, and laser
diagnostics. He engages with fundamental science
in these areas but also with a number of
applications ranging from turbulent spray
combustion and fire suppression, to drug delivery
to the lungs or brain. He has published more than
40 international peer reviewed journal articles in
this area, and has attracted more than ~2m $ of
external funding in the last 3 years from the ARC
and other sources.
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pioneer the new mechanical engineering program
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